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Cubic stencil access pattern

In Statistical Mechanics, many three-dimensional physical systems are defined on a
regular cubic lattice. Short range interactions are defined among nearest
neighbours: for a given lattice site there is the need to read the values associated to
the right nearest neighbour at spx, the left one at smx, the front one at spy, the
rear one at smy, the top one at spz and finally the bottom one at smz. This set of
lattice sites is usually called cubic stencil.
As a matter of fact, the same scheme is used for the numerical integration of many
types of Partial Differential Equations, hence it is interesting to find optimized
implementations for the memory access required by this scheme. We do not refer
here to a particular situation thus being completely general.
For the parallel update of cubic lattices the checkerboard decomposition is the
most commonly used strategy leading to a two-step update of the system which is
decomposed in two separate arrays type *reds and type *blues. The accepted
best practice is to associate a thread block to a given spatial region of the lattice
and to load in the shared memory nearest neighbours values.
Actually, in our experience the use of the shared memory does not guarantee the
best performances which in contrast are achieved with a linear access-pattern
accounting for the topology of the lattice sites.
The best performances are obtained with side length L = 2k which are powers of
two, allowing for a complete bitwise calculation of the nearest neighbours indices
(see arXiv: 1006.2566). We refer to this implementation as bitwise. However, in
some cases, these values of L are too widespread, so it is desirable to apply the
scheme to any even value of L. In the following we denote with A=L*L, hA=A/2
and hL=L/2. For reds nearest neighbours the indices are calculated as (* : 8, % :
8, / : 2, + : 13, - : 10, ˆ : 1, & : 1),

thId = blockIdx .x* blockDim .x + threadIdx .x;
x = thId%hL; y = (thId/hL)%L; z = thId/hA;
par = (y^z)&1U;
spx = thId - x + (x + 1 - (par ^1U))% hL;
smx = thId - x + (x - 1 + par + L)%hL;

Figure 1: Checkerboard de-
composition.

Figure 2: Colours decompo-
sition.

spy = thId - y*hL + ((y + 1)%L)*hL;
smy = thId - y*hA + ((y - 1 + L)%L)*hL;
spz = thId - z*hA + ((z + 1)%L)*hA;
smz = thId - z*hA + ((z - 1 + L)%L)*hA;

We refer to this implementation as standard.
However there is another way to separate the two colours which allows for simpler
calculations since it retains a cubic lattice topology where in each plane the sites are not
closest neighbours, only for periodic boundary conditions. The simplest access
pattern looks as follows (* : 6, % : 7, / : 2, + : 9, - : 8)

x = thId%L; y = (thId/L)%L; z = thId/A;
smz = thId - z*A + ((z - 1 + d_hL )%hL)*A;
spz = thId;
spy = smz - y*L + ((y + 1)%L)*L;
smy = spz - y*L + ((y - 1 + L)%L)*L;
smx = spy - x + (x - 1 + L)%L;
spx = smy - x + (x + 1)%L;

We refer to this implementation as sliced. For large values of L there’s a sizeable gain over
the previous implementations. As a benchmark, we ran the three different implementations
of the spin glass access pattern (six nearest neighbours and six couplings at the same lattice
site) obtaining a sizeable advantage for all of the them through the use of the texture
cache. After data have been loaded from the global memory, the result of the xor among
couplings and nearest neighbours is stored in the spin of the lattice site under update. The
sliced achieves the best performance for L = 512.

L bitwise sliced standard L Access bitwise sliced standard
256 No Texture 1.11 ps 1.72 ps 1.89 ps 512 No Texture 1.33 ps 1.72 ps 1.89 ps
256 Texture 1.09 ps 1.19 ps 1.28 ps 512 Texture 1.32 ps 1.20 ps 1.32 ps
256 Texture hits 55% 60% 55% 512 Texture hits 55% 60% 55%
256 L2 Texture hits 37% 33% 37% 512 L2 Texture hits 20% 24% 20%

Figure 3: Checkerboard slicing for even L for colours decomposition. Colours separate keeping a cubic lattice topology. Lighter cubes are the periodic ones.

Parisi-Rapuano & Mersenne Twister

Pseudo-Random Numbers Generators (PRNG) constitute a cornerstone for high precision
Monte Carlo simulations. Hence, it is of great importance to continuously search for faster and
more reliable implementations. Here, we present a memory access pattern which turns out to
be highly efficient, under the condition of accepting a reasonable trade-off with an increased
memory usage, and which easily applies to Lagged-Fibonacci like PRNG. As we are mainly
concerned with spin glass systems we present the implementation of the Parisi-Rapuano PRNG
which stands as a widely accepted standard in the spin glass community. Furthermore, in order
to obtain a clear comparison with the widespread CURAND library we also show the results
for the implementation of the Mersenne Twister MT19937.
Most of the present day implementations for Lagged-Fibonacci PRNG store the state of the
generator in shared memory and exploit the relative distances between the memory reads in
order to allow each thread of a block to call one instance of the PRNG, all threads in a block at
once. Depending on the computational load this scheme may become quite inefficient also
because usually some restrictions have to be respected, e.g. on the block dimension as for the
CURAND Mersenne-Twister implementation MTGP32. The latter PRNG has a period of
211213 − 1 whereas the period of MT19937 is 219937 − 1. The Parisi-Rapuano PRNG is defined
as follows

wheel[i] = (wheel[i - 24] + wheel[i - 55])ˆ wheel[i - 61],

where wheel[i] contains the new random number. As it has been noticed by Markus
Manssen et al. (arXiv: 1204.6193) the largest lag, which is 61, is not suitable for a shared
memory implementation. However, it is always possible to equip each thread with one
non-shared Parisi-Rapuano wheel simply by allocating a state of size 62*thN allowing for
coalesced access. Each wheel entry needs to be strided by the total number of threads thN.
Hence, the simplest access pattern in a kernel looks as follows:

thId = threadIdx .x + blockIdx .x* blockDim .x;
x = (wheel[i1+thId ]+ wheel[i2+thId ])^ wheel[i3+thId ];
wheel[i0 + thId] = x;
i0 = (i0 + thN )%(62* thN ); i1 = (i1 + thN )%(62* thN );
i2 = (i2 + thN )%(62* thN ); i3 = (i3 + thN )%(62* thN );

Since the Parisi-Rapuano PRNG is not so common in the GPU community we decided to
apply the same technique to the Mersenne Twister MT19973 which has a similar access to its
state vector. We compared our results to those of the CURAND implementation of another
version of the Mersenne Twister MTGP32 which has a shorter state array. The base code has
been taken from the second example in the device API of the CURAND documentation which
counts the fraction of odd random numbers. Timings are taken with nvprof. We roughly get
more than a factor 2 over CURAND implementation on a GeForce TITAN
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Asynchronous Multi-Spin-Coding
Here, we deal with a three-dimensional Ising spin glass model (Edwards-Anderson model) whose physical
behaviour is codified by the Energy (or cost) function

E[{σi}] =
∑

〈i,j〉

Jijσiσj, σi = ±1, Jij = ±1, P (Jij = −1) = P (Jij = 1) = 1
2
,

where the spins σi are the dynamic variables while the random couplings Jij represent a quenched
disorder. A Monte Carlo simulation of this model aims at sampling its equilibrium distribution at a
fixed temperature T defined by the Gibbs-Boltzmann distribution

P ({σi}) = exp
{

− 1
T

E[{σi}]
}

.

The simplest Metropolis Montecarlo dynamics is defined as follows: pick up a random spin σi and flip it,
σi = σi × −1, if the energy difference ∆Ei < 0 then accept the move, else if ∆Ei > 0 throw a random
number R in [1, MAXRAND] and if it R < MAXRAND × exp(∆Ei/T ) accept the move otherwise discard it.
Now, since the spins and the couplings take on binary values it is a waste to use a whole int or char
type to represent them. It is possible to use just one bit. Here we describe a technique which allows to
concurrently simulate 4*sizeof(unsigned type) systems called Asynchronous Multi-Spin-Coding
(AMSC). As for the flip of a chosen spin σi we have
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after proposed spinflip

Hence, it is easy to set up a lookup table for the non-trivial energy differences ∆Ei = 4, 8, 12. We
use just one random number R to update all the spins stored in one word. How?

unsigned type cond12 = - (R < EXP12);
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cond12 = cond12 =

R < EXP12 R > EXP12

unsigned type mask = ((cond12 & s1) & s2);

unsigned type EXP12 = (unsigned type)(MAXRAND*exp(-12./T));

mask |= ((cond8 & s2) & s0);

mask |= (((cond4 & s2) & (~ s1)) & (~ s0));

mask |= (~ s2);

spin ^ = mask;

(∆Ei = 12)

(∆Ei = 8)

(∆Ei = 4)

(∆Ei ≤ 0)

The present AMSC technique together with the memory access pattern and the explained implementa-
tions of the PRNG allowed us to reach the following speeds on a GeForce TITAN which are impressively
competitive with those obtained on JANUS, a FPGA-based custom-made supercomputer

PRNG TITAN JANUS
PR 5 psFlip 1 psFlip
MINSTD 3 psFlip

where psFlip is the time in ps needed to flip one spin and MINSTD stands for the Minimal Standard
PRNG of Lehmer-Park-Miller. It is a linear congruential PRNG with a period of 231 − 1 which is a
Mersenne prime. Parallelized among threads, for some interesting physical parameter values, it is enough
to guarantee a good simulation accuracy.
The spin flip time of JANUS is referred to one board of 16 FPGA. These values can be found in Table
3 of arXiv:1204.4134. The GeForce TITAN we ran the tests on was provided via the nVidia Academic
Partnership Program.
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